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ReedGeek Black Diamond G4
Refined Reedworking Tool

R

eedGeek has come out with a new and improved version of its
“Universal” reedworking tool. Called the Black Diamond G4, this
version of the ReedGeek has several new features that make it more
effective at flattening reed tables and fixing naturally occuring imperfections to achieve better reed performance.
The Black Diamond G4 has a newly designed length that not only
makes it easier to manipulate with the hands, but gives the tool a little
extra heft. One important idea behind the ReedGeek’s design is that it
should require very little physical pressure to work properly; the tool
should essentially do the work for you. I immediately noticed the difference that the extra mass in the G4 made when using long, gentle strokes
to flatten the bottom of my reeds.
This new version of the ReedGeek has a corrosion-resistant, shiny
black finish that will keep its edges perpetually sharp and clean—which
means you’ll always get an even, accurate, non-invasive cut. Underneath
this “black diamond” finish, the ReedGeek is still made from high-grade
U.S. steel.
Other new features found on the Black Diamond G4 include two
new, elongated, contoured bevels that are designed to profile rails and
re-contour the spine of both single and double reeds. You get better curvature here than with the previous model, which allows you more accuracy when working the top surface of the reed. I found that it helped me
get the job done using fewer strokes, saving time and boosting my confi-

dence level in my reedworking abilities.
The Black Diamond G4’s pencil-eraser tip—
which you can use to target very precise areas like
the reed windows and the channels between the
rails and the heart—has been slightly modified as
well. You can use it to “erase” areas of the reed
that you don’t want, such as dark spots and nodal
points where the reed is a little too thick.
The Black Diamond G4 is a beauty, a valuable
tool that you can use to blend and smooth your
reeds to your heart’s desire. You’ll notice its benefits right away, especially after leveling the table
of your reeds, which goes a long way toward preventing air leakage. It comes in a convenient, protective pastic case and neoprene self-locking bag
that suits and fits the device perfectly.
Also available from ReedGeek is a plaqueand-gauge set that helps you figure out when your
reed table is sufficiently flat and allows you to
measure your mouthpiece facing—so you know
exactly where on the reed to focus your attention.

—Ed Enright
Ordering info: reedgeek.com

JodyJazz Jet Baritone Sax Mouthpiece
Clean & Focused with a Mighty Roar

J

odyJazz continues to develop its popular Jet line of saxophone mouthpieces with the introduction of a new baritone model—one that might
help saxophonists overcome some of the instrument’s perceived barriers and ultimately lead to more bari converts.
Like the company’s alto and tenor Jet models, the new bari version is
designed to ramp up your projection and boost your ability to “cut” when
desired, especially in sonic environments that are challenging for saxophonists. Alto and tenor players who have already caught on to the Jet’s
concept have also discovered that it’s capable of so much more, and the bari
model is no exception. It is available in size 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 tip openings.
I played the Jet in multiple settings: in the horn section of a classic rock
cover band, in a big band and in a New Orleans r&b band (on Mardi Gras).
And I used it on two very different baris: a vintage low-B-flat King and a
new low-A horn by Antigua. In that time, I decided that I want the Jet to be
my go-to mouthpiece whenever I want a little extra oomph or seek a more
subtle change in my approach.
First things first: The Jet is indeed capable of a mighty roar, as its name
suggests. I not only could achieve extreme volume (especially useful with
the rock group), but I could use my chops to put noticeably more emphasis on the high and mid-level overtones in my sound. I was able
to be heard over the amplified bass, guitars and
keyboards that I’m normally fighting
against in that kind of setting. It was a
real relief to be heard—and still get a
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clean, focused sound—without blowing a gasket in the process.
Unlike some mouthpieces that are designed to achieve extreme effects,
the Jet sounds great in the bari’s lower register, all the way down to low
B-flat and low A. And, you can get a great tone out of it at low dynamic levels, like when I was playing sweet-sounding passages and blending with
four other saxes in the big band. This flexibility is what will make the Jet an
attractive piece for working bari players who are called upon to play different roles in various types of ensembles. That, and its affordability.
The ease with which the Jet responds will also make it a great choice for
students, especially those who already play saxophone and are making the
switch to bari. They will surely experience less of the muddiness and resistance that can discourage young players who are still learning the horn’s
idiosyncrasies. Why should anyone suffer through stuffiness (and fatigue)
when they could be wailing effortlessly—or subtoning with subtlety—on
the Jet for bari? Book yourself a flight and enjoy the ride.
—Ed Enright
Ordering info: jodyjazz.com

